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Abstract. Thermodynamic and dynamic properties of the 
one and two-dimensional simplified Hubbard model are 
studied. At zero temperature and half filling, no metal-in- 
sulator transition occurs for nonzero coupling U and the 
system is an antiferromagnetic insulator. The behavior of 
the gap in the single-particle density of states is investi- 
gated as a function of U, temperature and band filling p. 
For weak to intermediate coupling the gap at half filling 
closes for increasing temperatures. The ground state of 
doped lattices exhibits a metal-insulator t ansition at 
--4 d < Uc(p ) ___ -2  d (d is the lattice dimensionality) and 
displays ferromagnetism without long-range order for 
U > Uc. The co-existence for variable temperatures and 
electron densities of metallic behavior and magnetic and 
charge-density long-range order is demonstrated. The 
critical temperature for long-range order is calculated for 
the half-filled two-dimensional case. Results for the opti- 
cal conductivity and several thermodynamic properties 
are presented. 
PACS: 71.30.+h; 05.30.Fk; 71.10.+x 
1. Introduction 
The Hubbard model has been used extensively for un- 
derstanding the basic properties of strongly correlated 
fermion systems [1]. Despite its apparent simplicity the 
model has resisted an exact treatment except in the one- 
dimensional (1D) case [2]. Only a limited number of 
rigorous statements are available for higher dimensions. 
For the most part, approximate theoretical studies and 
numerical work on finite lattices have provided a large 
body of results. A recent approach as been to study the 
simplifying limit d~ oe, which allows a more thorough 
analysis of the many-body model [3-9]. 
Phenomena resulting from strong correlation effects 
that are of interest are, e.g., superconductivity, the oc- 
currence of magnetic long-range order (LRO) and a 
metal-insulator (MI) transition as the (on-site) Coulomb 
interaction constant U is varied. Related to the latter, it 
is also of interest o study the properties of the single- 
particle density of states (DOS) as a function of U, tem- 
perature and band filling. The manner in which spectral 
weight may appear in an insulating gap can be relevant 
for the proper description of the MI transition and may 
elucidate the various approaches [10-12] for understand- 
ing the high-temperature superconducting oxides. For the 
two-dimensional (2D) Hubbard model the behavior of 
gaps and pseudogaps in the DOS has recently been in- 
vestigated numerically [13-15]. 
In this paper we investigate the simplified Hubbard 
(SH) model, which was already used by Hubbard as an 
approximation to the standard Hubbard model [16]. The 
SH model is obtained from the latter by immobilizing 
one species of electrons (a = i" or a = $). Some rigorous 
results exist for this model on bipartite lattices and at 
half filling [17, 18]. In the limit of infinite dimensionality 
(d~ co) the half-filled SH model has recently been solved 
exactly [19, 20]. The SH is formally equivalent o the 
symmetric version of the spinless Falicov-Kimball (FK) 
model [21]. Many studies have employed the general, 
asymmetric, version of this model, see e.g. [19, 21-27]. 
The FK model is exactly solvable for d~ oo [23]. 
Here we present results obtained using exact diago- 
nalization and Quantum Monte Carlo methods for the 
1D and 2D SH model on bipartite lattices [28]. Ground- 
state as well as finite-temperature properties are studied 
as a function of U. Static and dynamic quantities are 
investigated for variable band fillings. The DOS, the oc- 
currence of a MI transition and of magnetic LRO are of 
particular interest. In Sect. 2 the model Hamiltonian is 
discussed. The computational pproach is briefly out- 
lined. Section 3 contains the results. A summary is given 
in Sect. 4. 
2. Model Hamiltonian 
The Hamiltonian for the SH model is given by 
n=-t  Z (4c,,+c5c,,) 
(i,j) 
+ UZ ni'~tTi$--~'l Z i~licr 
i i, r 
(i) 
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where c~ and %, are creation and annihilation operators, 
respectively, for an electron with spin tr = $, + at site i, 
and ne~ is the corresponding number operator. ~ de- 
GJ> 
notes a sum over nearest-neighbor pairs, t is the hopping 
amplitude, U is the on-site Coulomb interaction constant 
and p is the chemical potential. At half filling, the electron 
density p-~,(n,,>/N=l (N denotes the number of 
io" 
lattice sites) and p = U/2. 
The above Hamiltonian can be interpreted in different 
ways. Besides studying the model on its own merits, it 
can be viewed as an approximation tothe Hubbard model 
where the o-= ~ electrons are not allowed to move [16]. 
It can also be interpreted as a model for crystallization 
[17], where the g = 1" and o-= ~ fermions represent elec- 
trons and classical ions, respectively, or as an alloy model 
in which the impurities (ions) are thermodynamically 
correlated by annealed averaging [17, 18]. As already 
mentioned above, the SH model is equivalent to the sym- 
metric version of the spinless FK model [21], which was 
used to study correlations of d and localized f electrons 
of transition metal oxides. In the general version of the 
FK model the two electron species are given different 
chemical potentials or potential-energy levels in order to 
regulate the electron densities with respect to one another. 
In the SH model p~ and p, are interdependent. 
Another interesting interpretation concerns the stan- 
dard Hubbard model in which spin-flip hopping pro- 
cesses have been included: [28, 29] 
2 2 2 (i,j> a,~r" 
+ U ~ N~tN~s- v ~ N~o, (2) 
i i, a 
where C~, Ci~ and N,.~ are standard fermion operators, 
and where spin-orbit coupling may account for the spin- 
flip hopping terms [30]. Invoking the transformation 
[29, 31] Ai- (C~ + C~,)/~/2, B~ =- (Cer - c~,)/V2, Hamil- 
tonian (2) can be mapped exactly onto the SH model (1) 
with n~ and c}, t) replaced by BTB ~ and A} *), respectively. 
Many physical quantities expressed in{c~, ci~ } are equiv- 
alent with the corresponding ones expressed in 
{ C~, C~ }. Of the quantities considered below, those writ- 
ten in terms of the magnetization operators, 
1 
Mx(q)=-~ - j~. eiq'~i(c;tcJs +cJj, cjt), 
(3) 
1 
M~(q) -v~ ~ eiq"J(n/t-nj*)' 
have another meaning for Hamiltonian H. In particular, 
M~,M~3? I~.  In addition [29], dynamical single- 
f ~ 
correlation functions ) ~_% <{Cko(t),C]~.}> ( particle 
are equivalent with {<{ck, (t), c~t}> }.
Adding bond-charge interactions terms, i.e. hopping 
terms that depend on site occupations, to the above model 
one gets a generalized Hubbard model which was pro- 
posed by Montorsi and Rasetti [29, 31]. Recently, it was 
shown [32] that for d= 1, 2, 3 this generalized model 
exhibits a MI transition at I Uc [ = 4 dt, while for d = 1, 2 
the model (2) does not [28]. Bond-charge interaction terms 
therefore seem essential for the occurrence of a MI tran- 
sition driven by U. 
For the half-filled SH model, Kennedy and Lieb [17] 
and Brandt and Schmidt [18] have rigorously shown that 
for bipartite lattices the ground state exhibits antiferrom- 
agnetic (AF) LRO for all dimensions. The immobile g = 
electrons fully occupy one sublattice in the ground state. 
For Uq=0 and p=l  the SH model is an insulator 
[17, 18]. In addition, for d>2 the LRO was shown to per- 
sist up to some (unknown) finite temperature [17, 18]. 
For other p not much is known except for d--, oo [33]. 
The FK model, on the other hand, has been studied 
[18, 21-27] for variable p~ and (usually fixed) p~. 
The SH Hamiltonian (1) is diagonal in the occupation- 
number representation of the a= ~ electrons, since 
[H, n~, ]= 0. Introducting local eigenstates n~ ~ [ si > = sir si >, 
si = 0, 1, the partition function for the SH model can be 
written exactly as 
Z= ~ det(l+exp[-flM({si})])exp(flp~si ),  
{,,=o,1} (4) 
where/7 is the inverse temperature, M,({s~})= Us~-p, 
Mij({s,})=- t for nearest neighbors, and M~j({si})=0 
otherwise. The determinant in (4) is strictly positive and 
follows from performing the trace over the ~ = 1' fermion 
degrees of freedom analytically. Contrary to the case of 
the Hubbard model, no path-integral representations are 
required, and, consequently, no minus-sign or instability 
problems characteristic of Quantum Monte Carlo simu- 
lations of fermion models are encountered [34]. Our com- 
putational approach is to diagonalize the (N• N) matrix 
M for a particular configuration of {st}, then to calculate 
the contributions to (4) and the desired thermodynamic 
quantities [29]. The sum over all configurations can be 
performed exactly for small lattices. For larger lattices a 
classical Monte Carlo method can be employed. In the 
present formulation dynamical single-particle correlation 
functions for the itinerant electrons can readily be ex- 
pressed as 
<{ ck~ (t), c~ }> = (((e-it~)k,>  
=Z -1 ~, det(1 +e -p~({~'})) 
{s,=0,1} 
• p€ Z, ~' (e -itM({~'}))k l (5) 
Note that these functions can be evaluated irectly during 
the course of the computations without employing any 
additional approximation or analytical continuation pro- 
cedure [35]. From the knowledge of (5) spectral functions 
and DOS follow straightforwardly. 
To appreciate that the 2D SH model, contrary to the 
Hubbard model, exhibits a phase transition at nonzero 
temperatures, one can consider the partition function (4), 
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expressed as Z= ~, exp[- /?~({wl})] ,  where 
{wi  = - -1 ,1}  
s~=(we+ 1)/2, in the large-U limit. The spin energy 
resembles a "classical" spin Hamiltonian with compli- 
cated couplings and, to lowest order in 1/U, reduces to 
[17, 261 
t 2 
~({w,})~- -  y,, w, wj, (6) 
2 i U[ <;,i> 
yielding a finite T c for d> 2. 
3. Results 
We first consider the half-filled case and discuss the 
ground-state and thermodynamic properties. Results for 
dynamical quantities are also presented. In Subsect. 3.2 
the case away from half filling is studied for low tem- 
peratures. Results presented below for lattices with 16 
sites are from exact diagonalizations and exact summa- 
tions. For larger lattice sizes (N up to 100) the summa- 
tions were performed using the Metropolis Monte Carlo 
method [34]. Periodic boundary conditions have been 
used. All energies are measured in units of t. 
3.1. Half-filled case 
For the half-filled (j.t = U/2) case, it is appropriate to 
study model (1) only for U > 0. The properties of the 
attractive half-filled SH model can be obtained invoking 
the particle-hole transformation [36] 
Cit = air ; ci, -=- ( -- 1)iai, ,  (7) 
which maps H(U) onto H( -  U)-  UN/2. At half filling 
the densities of the spin-up and spin-down electrons are 
equal and independent of the temperature and U. 
We first focus our attention on static properties. The 
double occupancy per site, _~ =(ni, ni,), is a measure 
for the localization of the itinerant electrons and/or the 
formation of a local magnetic moment as a result of cor- 
relation effects. The magnetic moment depends on 2 
th rough <(n i t -  ni.~) 2) =p-  2 2 .  The double occupancy 
per site as a function of temperature T on a 4 • 4 lattice 
is presented in Fig. 1 for various values of U. For fixed 
temperatures 2 decreases as a function of U as expected. 
For low temperatures we found that 2~0 for U~oo. 
Different emperature dependencies are clearly observed 
in Fig. 1 for small and large coupling values. For tem- 
peratures below T t = T~ (U), ~ is approximately con- 
stant for all U. At T= T~, there is a rapid increase for 
U < 4 and a (slow) decrease for U > 4. Anticipating a
magnetic transition [ 17, 18] in the thermodynamic l mit 
a discontinuity at T= T~ may develop. Such a disconti- 
nuity could also signal the presence of a MI transition. 
For U > 4, ~ begins to grow at T 2 = T 2 (U) which in- 
creases with larger couplings. For these U values the lo- 
cal magnetic moment is maximal at some nonzero tem- 
perature T> T~. 
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Fig. 1. Double occupancy per site ..@ as a function of temperature 
for half-filled 4•  lattices for several U(t= 1). A: U= 1. o: U=2.  
i :  U=3.  +:  U=4.  •  U=5.  o: U=7.5 . . :  U=15 
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Fig. 2a, b. Internal (E), kinetic (K) and potential energy (V) per 
site as a function of temperature for half-filled 4 • 4 lattices, t= 1. 
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Fig. 3. Specific heat C/N as a function of T(t= 1) for half-filled 
2D lattices. 4• lattice: U= 1 (A), U=7.5 (o). For T=T~: 6x6 
lattice (D), 8 • 8 lattice (.) 
More insight into this behavior is obtained by consid- 
ering the kinetic, potential and internal energy as a func- 
tion of Tfor U=2 and 7.5 as shown in Fig. 2. Note that 
the internal energies exhibit qualitatively the same be- 
havior, while the kinetic and potential energies do not. 
The potential energies are proportional to 2 .  The kinetic 
energy for U= 2 does not exhibit any particular feature 
at the temperature where the potential energy displays a 
rapid increase. In the thermodynamic l mit and for U < 4 
the kinetic energy may be expected to remain an analyti- 
cal function. As the temperature is lowered the kinetic 
energy for U=7.5 exhibits a rapid decrease to an ap- 
proximately constant value at T= T~ > 0. For U > 4 and 
T<= T~, the itinerant cr = t electrons tend to become more 
delocalized relative to the case at slightly higher tempera- 
tures. Hence, in the latter regime the local magnetic mo- 
ment reaches its maximum and, correspondingly, 2 
reaches its minimum (see Fig. 1). When AF order, see 
below, sets in at T~ T~ the increase for large U of the 
(virtual) hopping of the a = t electrons is entropy driven 
due to the fact that thermal hopping of o- = $ and o" = $ 
electrons becomes trongly inhibited. 
The specific heat C/N for half-filled square lattices is 
shown in Fig. 3 for U= 1 and 7.5. Since we are working 
in the grand-canonical ensemble, C/N for fixed particle 
density p is calculated using [29] 
C/N= flz ((H 2) _ (H) 2)/ N_  T 
[(#p/#T)u] 2 
(~p/eu)~ (8) 
where the partial derivatives can be expressed explicitly 
in terms of thermodynamic quantities. For not too large 
lattices C/N strongly resembles results for the standard 
Hubbard model obtained by Shiba [36]. At low tem- 
peratures there is a sharp peak due to the spin degrees 
of freedom, while at higher T a broad shoulder develops 
due to increasing charge fluctuations [36]. Calculations 
for larger square lattices how that the value of the sharp 
maximum increases lowly (less than linearly) with the 
system size, suggesting the presence of a phase transition. 
The position of this maximum coincides with the tem- 
perature T~ discussed above. For the 1 D case values of 
the sharp maxima are approximately constant as a func- 
tion of N. Estimates for the positions of the maxima are 
the same for the lattice sizes considered. 
In accordance with rigorous results for d=> 2, [ 17, 18] 
the o-= $ electrons are found to fully occupy one sub- 
lattice at very low temperatures and this LRO is observed 
to vanish at Tg  T~ > 0, where T~ corresponds with the 
position of the sharp maximum of C/N. The 1D SH 
model exhibits LRO only in the ground state [17, 18]. In 
the regimes of LRO the static magnetic-structure factor, 
S~(q)-~(lMz(q)[2) - [ (M=(q) ) l  z [see (3)1, scales 
linearly with the lattice size for q= (n) and (n, n), for 
d= 1 and 2, respectively. It must be noted that, because 
Hamiltonian (1) does not have off-diagonal terms for 
the a = $ electrons, no transverse AF LRO is possible: 
(M=(q))=O and S~=(q)---aq,0S~(o ) (e=x,y ) .  The 
checker-board distribution [ 17, 18] of the non-itinerant 
a = $ electrons for T < T~ also leads to charge-density 
LRO. The static charge-density structure factor, 
C(q) -= N- '  ~, exp [iq. ( r i -  rj)] {((nit + nis) (nj, + nis)) 
i , j  
- (nit + ni,) (njt + njs)}, 
as a function of U for momentum q = (n) is presented in 
Fig. 4 for rings for T= 0.001. For the Uvalues considered 
C(n) scales linearly with N. For increasing U, C(n)/N 
decreases, while the mean-squared staggered magnetiza- 
tion, ((MS) z) -S=(n) /N  ((M s )  =0), increases. The 
temperatures at which magnetic and charge-density LRO 
vanish are the same. Critical temperatures 3; for LRO as 
a function of U are depicted in Fig. 5 for the 2D SH 
model. The observed transition is not exactly Ising-like, 
see Sect. 2, since S~z(rt)ozN for T< T c The values of T~ 
are not of the order of t or U. Qualitatively similar results 
were obtained for the half-filled d= oc SH model [19]. 
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Fig. 4. Charge-density s ructure factor C(n) for half-filled rings as 
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Fig. 5. Critical temperature T~as a function of U(t = 1) for the half- 
filled 2D SH model, m: numerical results. Estimated temperatures 
T O at which gaps in the DOS close as a function of the coupling 
strength U. Dashed line: d= 1. Dotted line: d= 2. For d= 2 and 
TO < T < T c a gapless DOS co-exists with magnetic and charge- 
density LRO 
The above results imply that also the U < 0 SH model 
simultaneously exhibits charge-density and AF LRO. 
Employing the particle-hole transformation (7), the ab- 
sence of transverse AF LRO for positive U indicates that 
there is no on-site s-wave superconductivity for the at- 
tractive SH model. The latter result can also be derived 
analytically" the s-wave pairing correlation function 
P,=(AtA + AAt), where At=if], cT, cti,/]//N, simply 
i 
reduces to P ,= 1 -p+22~ due to the structure of 
Hamiltonian (1). P~ is of the order of unity for all U,~t, T 
and N, which excludes off-diagonal LRO. 
We now turn to discuss dynamic properties. Single- 
particle DOS, Drude coefficients and optical conduc- 
tivities have been calculated in order to investigate the 
possibility of a MI  transition. Concerning the DOS, one 
of the interesting questions is the amount of spectral 
weight at the chemical potential for particular U and T. 
The single-particle DOS N(o)) gives the probability for 
removing or adding one (itinerant) a = 1" electron from 
or to the lattice, see (5). Spectra (not shown) correspond- 
ing to the a = $ electrons are given by the Fourier trans- 
form of 
1 
Z <{ok, (t), c2,}> 
k 
1 
2 ~, eaUZ~ s'det[1 +e-aM 
~ N {s~=O,l} 
• e it(M- e~)) e -it(M+ Q~k))]/Z, (9) 
where Q~(k))i j = U&i, k &j.k &~.v. This expression demon- 
strates that the immobile electrons display nontrivial dy- 
namics, which is mediated by the interaction with the 
itinerant a = 1" electrons. The DOS of a = $ electrons has 
been calculated in [37] for the d~ oo SH model. 
In Figs. 6-8 single-particle DOS for the 1D and 2D 
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Fig. 6a-e. Density of states N(co) for half-filled rings for U= 1, 
t= 1, and several temperatures, a T=0.01 b T~0.04. e T=0,1. a: 
100 sites, b and c: 64 sites. The dashed line denotes the chemical 
potential 
and temperatures T. In all DOS figures dashed lines de- 
note the position of the chemical potential. In agreement 
with rigorous results for the ground state [17, 18] we 
found for very low temperatures that the chemical po- 
tential lies in a gap of the DOS: At T= 0 the half-filled 











Fig. 7. Density of states N(co) for half-filled 8 x 8 lattices for U= 5, 
t= 1, and several temperatures. Solid line: T=0.15. Dotted line: 
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Fig. 8a, b. Density of states N(co) for half-filled 8 • 8 lattices for 
U= 15, t= 1, and several temperatures, a T=0.01. b T=0.1. The 
dashed line denotes the chemical potential 
sition as a function of U. In the ground state no spectral 
weight is present for energies 0 < o9 < U for all U:# 0: 
The size of the gap is U. For small and intermediate 
U( < 4 d), the band widths of the upper and lower Hub- 
bard bands decrease with increasing U. For U > 4 d the 
band width approaches a nonzero value as U~ ~.  Upon 
increasing Tthe widths of lower and upper bands increase 
as can be seen in Figs. 6-8. For 0 < U < W = 4 d the gap 
closes as the temperature is raised. At the chemical po- 
tential no specific features are observed as the gap dis- 
appears. Note that Wequals the free-particle band width. 
Substantial spectral weight is found at co=p for 
0 < U < W/2 for sufficiently large T. Then the system 
exhibits metallic behavior as demonstrated in Fig. 6. The 
temperature To, at which gaps in the DOS close, increases 
very strongly for 1/2 < U/W< 1" E.g. for d=2 one 
finds To~0.15 for U= 5 and To~ 15 for U= 7.5. For fixed 
large temperatures the weight at the chemical potential 
decreases with increasing U. For 1/2 < U/W< 1 a pseu- 
dogap is observed for large temperatures: N(o9 =p)  re- 
mains relatively small as can be observed in Fig. 7. The 
size dependence ofthe spectral weight N(co =#)  was small 
for all U employing lattices with up to 64 sites. For U > W 
and increasing T spectral weight also appears in the 
energy range 0 < o9 < U, but a finite gap remains for all 
temperatures, indicating insulating or semiconducting be- 
havior. See e.g. Fig. 8. Note that for nonzero tempera- 
tures and all U the DOS displays local minima at 09---e 
and 09 = U-  e, where e is a positive small number. These 
are due to AF spin correlations. The temperatures Toas 
a function of U are shown in Fig. 5 for d= 1 and 2. The 
dashed and dotted curves can be considered as metal- 
insulator phase boundaries, although the insulator phases 
are exactly nonconducting only at T= 0. The co-existence 
in two dimensions of metallic behavior and AF (and 
charge-density) LRO is apparent from Fig. 5. The me- 
tallic behavior eflects the motion of the a = i" electrons, 
while the AF properties are mainly displayed by the a = $ 
electrons. Due to the asymmetry in the SH model (1) of 
the a = t and a = $ electrons the closing of the gap in 
the DOS at T O is not related to the disappearance of AF 
LRO at To. It is interesting to compare these results with 
those known for the Hubbard model. In d= 1 both the 
SH and Hubbard model [2] exhibit temperature(s) for 
which a gap in the DOS occurs, while LRO is absent. 
The "phase diagram" of the 2D SH model, shown in 
Fig. 5, is qualitatively the same as the one obtained for 
the d >_ 2 Hubbard model, employing a random one-body 
approximation [38], and for which also a regime exists 
where 0 < T O < T~. Since the 2D Hubbard model has T~ = 0 
and a gap in the DOS at T= 0, one could therefore xpect 
that for not too large U the gap closes for nonzero tem- 
peratures. This behavior has recently been demonstrated 
[15] for U=4.  The temperature behavior of the gap for 
U > W has not been studied yet. 
The Drude coefficient D and the optical conductivity 
a (09) have been computed for very low temperatures. D 
is determined employing a sum rule involving a (09) and 
the kinetic energy, a (o9) is calculated using a current- 
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Fig. 9a, 5. Optical conductivity a (r for half-filled ring of 100 
sites for T=0.01 and t= l .  a U---1. b U=8 
trons contribute to both quantities. We find that for small 
lattice sizes D--?0 as U increases. D~0 is also obtained 
for fixed U as N increases. For d = 1 and U= 1 the Drude 
coefficient was already of the order of 10 -3 for N > 16. 
In Fig. 9 the optical conductivity a (co) is presented for 
rings of 100 sites for T= 0.01 and U= 1 and 8. For this 
lattice size a (a~) is calculated by making use of the fact 
that for T~0 the dominant contribution to the partition 
function (4) comes from checker-board configurations of 
the spin-down electrons [17, 18, 26]. An optical gap of 
size U is clearly observed. These results are in accordance 
with those discussed above for the DOS. 
3.2. Off halfrilling 
In this subsection doped (p .  1) lattices are considered 
for very low temperatures. Due to the asymmetry in mo- 
bility of the a = T and a = $ electrons the respective lec- 
tron densities p, and p,  can exhibit different behaviors 
as a function of the chemical potential. The distribution 
and density of a = $ electrons for the ground state of the 
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Fig. 10. Electron density p as a function of/~ for a ring of 16 sites 
for U= -10 ,  T=0.01 and t= l .  m: p. n: p, 
f i . . . .  T - '~ ' ' ' I 
,0500' 
g - O  | 1 7 4  i, o 
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Fig. l l .  Electron density p as a function o fg  for a ring of 16 sites 
for U> -4 ,  T=0.01 and t= l .  o: U= -2 ,  o: U=I ,  m: U=3,  A: 
U=4,  n: U= 10, e: U=20. zx: Ps for U=4.  Solid line: exact result 
for the infinite lattice for U= 0 
CuT,/~,)-plane and turned out to be either the checker- 
board (ps=l /2 )  or the fully-(un)occupied [p ,=(0) l ]  
configuration. For the remainder of the (/~,/~,)-plane 
(periodic) distributions of a = $ electrons as a function 
of p, have been determined [26] only for some fixed 
values of p ,. For the SH model (g = ~, =/~ s) these results 
only predict when ps=O, 1/2 or 1 can be expected to 
hold. Our calculations show that these values can also be 
obtained for values of/ l  not considered in [26]. The elec- 
tron density p as a function of/~ for a ring of 16 sites is 
presented in Fig. 10 for U=-10  and T=0.01. Par- 
ticle-hole symmetry gives p( l~)=2-p(U-~)  for 
l~ > [//2. Similar results are observed for U__< U~ - 3.7. 
We find that in this regime at low temperatures p, = p, 
for all values of the chemical potential. The behavior of 
p for various U > 0 is shown in Fig. 11. For comparison 
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results for Ps are also displayed for U= 4. The small step- 
like structure is a finite-size ffect. For U > U, p < 1 and 
low temperatures one may have p,  > Ps, so that upon 
doping the SH model can become ferromagnetic, i.e. a 
finite magnetic moment appears. For increasing temper- "~" 
v 
atures (p, - p , )~0.  The "plateaus" at half filling are 
7 consistent with the fact that in this case the system is an 
insulator. For U < - W the length of the "plateaus" be- 
comes smaller as U is lowered. For U---,oo the length 
approaches U-  Wfrom above. Note that the lengths are 
not equal to the size U of the gaps in the DOS. All 
"plateaus" eventually disappear for large enough tem- 
peratures. From Fig. 11 it follows that for U > U the SH 
model simply reduces to the free-particle system with 
p~=0 for p < p*(U), where p* (U)~l  and p*(U)~ 
W/2 as U~ oo. In this case the lattice is fully spin po- 
larized. The range of t t  for which 0 < Ps < 1/2 depends 
sensitively on temperature. Upon lowering T this range 
decreases and the behavior of p in Figs. 10 and 11 be- 
comes more step-like. This "pinning" o fp  for a range of 
the electron density has already been observed in the 
d~ oo SH model [27, 33]. The 2D case displays similar 
behavior as above. 
In both 1 and 2 dimensions we observed no LRO for 3 
U < 0 for the model off half filling. On the other hand, 7 
large charge-density short-range correlations for momen- 
tum [[ q [[ close to, but not exactly, zc are present for not 
too small p. For the doped repulsive SH model both long 
and short-range correlations are found for densities close 
to half filling. The charge-density (C) and magnetic (Sz~) 
structure factors as a function of the wave vector are 
shown in Fig. 12 for a ring of 64 sites for U= 1, p = 0.87 
and T= 0.01. The contributions for q = rc for both struc- 
ture factors increase as a function of the lattice size and 
are indicative of the presence of LRO. Note that the 
doped repulsive Hubbard model does not display any 
LRO [29]. The peaks at q = 0, which do not change for 
increasing N, reflect short-range ferromagnetic correla- 
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Fig. 13 a, b. Density of states N(co) for doped rings of 64 sites for 
U= 1, T= 0,01, t= 1. a p = 0.85, p~ = 0.52, p = 0.3949 (dashed line), 
LRO is present, b p =0.62, p~ = 0.55, p = 0.3923 (dashed line), no 
LRO. Compare with Fig. 6 for the half-filled case 
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Fig. 12. Structure factors S~z(q) and C(q) as a function of wave 
vector q (in units of 7r/32) for a doped ring of 64 sites for p = 0.87, 
pt=0.52, U=I, T=0.01 and t=l .  m: S~z(q). []: C(q) 
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Fig. 14. Density of states N(a)) for a doped 8 x 8 cluster for p =0.95, 
p,=0.63, U= 15, It =2.28 (dashed line), T=0.01 and t= 1. Com- 
pare with Fig. 8 for the half-filled case 
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magnetism without LRO for U > 0. For smaller p the 
(AF) LRO disappears. When the doping is such that the 
lattice becomes completely spin polarized, also all short- 
range correlations vanish. 
Typical DOS for 0 < ] U I < W/2 and U> W/2 are 
shown in Figs. 13 and 14 for U= 1 and U-- 15, respec- 
tively. See Figs. 6 and 8 for the corresponding half-filled 
cases. The DOS for 0 < I UI < W/2 describes a one-band 
metal, where for increasing density a pseudogap develops 
at the chemical potential. For p = 1 the pseudogap be- 
comes a true gap of size U. In Fig. 13 a the pseudogap is
the result of AF LRO. In the other case there are only 
weak short-range correlations present. For U>= W/2, as 
e.g. shown in Fig. 14, the DOS consists of two well- 
separated bands, i.e. there is a gap just as for p = 1, with 
/~ lying in the lower band, and signals metallic behavior. 
This behavior of the DOS is also found for the Hubbard 
model for U> W[13]. Note that in Figs. 13a and 14 the 
DOS has a local minimum or pseudogap at o~ =p.  The 
doped Hubbard model, however, exhibits a pseudogap 
at to . /~ [12-14]. Calculations (not shown) for 
U< U(d= 1 : Ug  - 3.7) show that the SH model off half 
filling also has two well-separated bands. In this case, 
however, the chemical potential ies in the gap, so that 
the system is now an insulator. The above results indicate 
that the doped SH model exhibits a MI transition as a 
function of U with 0< Uc(p)< -W/2 .  For the SH 
model we have observed that for U > 0 spectral weight 
appears in the energy range 0 < e) < W/2 as soon as the 
system is doped away from p = 1. For - W/2 < U < 0 
the gap in the DOS vanishes for p , l .  For 0< U 
<-  W/2 the appearance of spectral weight in the 
range - 141/2 < cn < 0 seems to depend on the amount 
of doping. For the lattice sizes considered a finite weight 
".3 : ' ' ' ' 
,'l ' A! 2A . . . . . . .  
I 
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Fig. 15. Low-temperature phase diagram for the 1D SH model as 
a function of p and U(t= 1). Dotted lines represent qualitative 
phase boundaries for magnetic and charge-density LRO (U > 0) 
and a MI transition (U< 0), repectively. Dash-dotted lines at 
U= - W/2 and U= W/2 represent exact boundaries between one- 
band and two-band metallic phases. 1: insulating phase with p, = pj.. 
2: two-band metal. 3: one-band metal. Phases 2 and 3 are partially 
spin-polarized. 4: fully spin-polarized one-band metal. Phases de- 
noted by A exhibit AF and charge-density LRO 
at ~o ~ - W/2 was observed for decreasing p as U is 
lowered in the range 0 < U < - W/2. In this range the 
DOS consists of two separate bands, unless the system 
has become fully spin polarized, see Fig. 11. Depending 
on the position of ~t one then either has a metal or an 
insulator. For p ~ 0 and 1 a MI insulator transition occurs 
at Uc(p)~ 0 and -W/2 ,  respectively. We find that as 
soon as the doped system enters the metallic regime one 
obtains p~ ~: p~. 
The (p, U) phase diagram for the 1D SH model at 
low temperatures is depicted in Fig. 15. A similar diagram 
is valid for the 2D case. (Figure 15 is symmetric around 
p= 1). There is an insulating regime with p,=p, for 
U<= Uc(p). Metallic behavior is found for the other 
values of U (except for p = 0 and 1). In the latter regime 
the lattice becomes increasingly spin polarized as p de- 
creases, leading to the presence of short-range ferromag- 
netic correlations for U > 0. A fully polarized metallic 
phase without any magnetic orrelations exists. For U > 0 
and not too large doping, the SH model simultaneously 
exhibits metallic and ferromagnetic behavior without 
LRO and charge-density and AF LRO. The phase dia- 
gram of the SH model clearly displays a richer structure 
than that of the Hubbard model [29]. 
4. Summary 
We briefly summarize our results. Thermodynamic and 
dynamic properties as a function of coupling strength, 
temperature and band filling have been determined for 
the 1D and 2D SH model. Simultaneous charge-density 
and (longitudinal) AF LRO have been observed for un- 
doped and doped lattices. At low temperatures and off 
half filling ferromagnetism without LRO emerges for 
U> Uc(p)> -W.  For d=2 a phase transition occurs 
at nonzero temperature. The SH model exhibits a MI 
transition as a function of U at zero temperature for p #: 1 
and at half filling for T > 0. The vanishing of the gap in 
the DOS is not related to the disappearance of LRO. 
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